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Chapter 1 : How to Learn Basic Arabic Words and Phrases: 8 Steps
Learn Arabic reading, Arabic writing and Arabic speaking with these free words and sentences about greetings, saying
Hello and common phrases. All words and sentences are spoken by real Arabic natives and this helps you in learning
the correct pronunciation.

Where is Arabic spoken? Arabic is the official language of the 22 countries which form the Arab League: This
Classical form of Arabic remains widely used by religious scholars and is taught in schools around the world.
However, it is considered today more of a written language than a spoken one. In terms of "spoken" Arabic,
there are many different dialects. An Arabic speaker from Iraq, for example, can find it almost impossible to
understand a local Algerian, and vice versa - even though both individuals are speaking a particular form of
Arabic dialect. However, both will be able to communicate in Modern Standard Arabic. This has no impact on
the intonation, though. How hard is it to learn? In Arabic word order, the verb comes first, so to say "the boy
eats the apple" you actually say "eat the boy the apple": Adjectives come after the noun, rather than before as
in English: The Arabic language is written right to left and the front of an Arabic book is what would be
considered the back by speakers of most western languages. When your apricots were ripe, our apricots were
not ripe yet 5. Know any good Arabic jokes? Arabic jokes usually revolve around social issues, such as
nagging wives, nosy in-laws, stingy neighbours, etc. Political jokes are also very common following big
political events, such as elections. One of the jokes goes: If I learn Arabic, will it help me with any other
languages? Arabic is a Semitic language and therefore shares similarities with other Semitic languages, such
as Aramaic and Hebrew. What not to say and do Despite the many differences in pronunciation between
English and Arabic words, be wary of some false friends, i. You should also avoid any public display of
affection towards your partner, as this is also considered impolite or even illegal in some very conservative
countries such as Saudi Arabia. Arabs are renowned for their hospitality and eagerness to honour their guests,
which can sometimes put westerners in awkward situations. So express your admiration, but in a moderate
way. This expression is usually said after giving a compliment, in the same way that you say bless or knock on
wood in English. Some famous and common Arabic words of wisdom. You will either become one of them or
flee them. First publication The Arabic language is believed to have started among nomadic tribes in the
Arabian Peninsula, long before the birth of Islam. However, this ancient Semitic language remained
predominantly spoken and had no major written records until the 7th century AD, when it started to develop
into a written form. However, some historians consider the texts known as the Hasaean inscriptions, which
date back to the 8th century BC, to be the first Arabic scripts ever recorded. Those texts were written in what
is known as the Epigraphic South Arabian Musnad. It was used for writing the Yemeni Old South Arabic
languages and eventually developed into a pre-classical form of Arabic alphabet, the Nabataean.
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Chapter 2 : Learn Arabic For Free
Another reason is that Arabic is one of the oldest living languages in the world, and it is the origin of many languages, in
fact there is a theory that says "Arabic is the origin of languages" and those who adopt this theory depend on the fact
that Arabs are able to pronounce any sound in any language in the world very easily, on the other.

Contact Welcome to the Basic Arabic Course! Welcome to the three-part Basic Arabic Course in which you
will learn all the essentials of the Arabic language. Note, though, that this course is not meant to replace more
established courses. It merely aims to give you a taste of the Arabic language and solid foundations on which
to build. Basic Arabic Course - Lesson 1: Here are some basic characterstics of the Arabic writing system: The
Arabic alphabet contains 28 letters. Arabic is written from right to left. In Arabic short vowels are generally
not written. Arabic letters change their shape according to their position in a word. This means that the Arabic
alphabet contains only two more letters than the English alphabet 26 letters. However, unlike English, the
Arabic letters are always pronounced in the same way. In English the letter "c" is sometimes pronounced like
an "s" ceasar and sometimes like a "k" cucumber. Or, to take another example, "gh" is sometimes pronounced
"f" enough and sometimes pronounced "g" ghost. In Arabic, the letters always retain their sound. English, of
course, is written from left to right like this. There are three short vowels in Arabic: Usually these short
vowels are simply omitted in writing. Long vowels such as the "ee" in "tree" are written. A sentence such as:
As you learn more about Arabic grammar you will be able to "guess" the missing short vowels and pronounce
unknown words. The Arabic script is essentially a cursive script, much like handwritten English. This
necessitates certain changes in their shapes. If you write an English word cursively, then you will also make
certain changes to the letters. For example, the letter "s" will be connected to the letter on the left with a
diagonal stroke if that preceding letter is e. However, in Arabic these changes can be quite drastic. Take a look
at the following table that summarizes the letters in the Arabic alphabet and their shapes according to whether
they are: You should write the letters a few times each to get a feeling for them. To hear the pronunciation of
the Arabic letters you should head over to the Arabic letters application. Easy In this group are all the letters
that are more or less exactly pronounced as their English counterparts. Medium These letters are still
somewhat similar to English sounds, but already more difficult to pronounce. Difficult These Arabic letters
can prove tough to pronounce for beginners. Keep at it, though, and listen to recordings of native speakers. To
write the word start from the right and connect all the letters: End of lesson 1:
Chapter 3 : English for Arabic speakers is now in beta!
Learn useful Arabic phrases with our Arabic in Three Minutes series! In Arabic-speaking countries, manners are
important, and this step-by-step video teaches you some of the basics you need to be.

Chapter 4 : Learn Arabic - Free Arabic Lessons | L-Lingo
Arabic is the language mostly used in the Middle Eastern countries like Saudi Arabia, Iran, Iraq, Oman, Syria, United
Arab Emirates, Palestine etc. Know why you want to learn basic words and phrases in Arabic.

Chapter 5 : Free Learn Arabic Language - Letters, Words, Phrases
Documents Similar To Learn Arabic Through English. Spoken Arabic (Saudi) Learning Arabic Through English.
Uploaded by. Site Language: English.

Chapter 6 : BBC - Languages - Arabic - A Guide to Arabic - 10 facts about the Arabic language
Take advantage of this Arabic language resource as you learn to speak Arabic! A note on transliterated Arabic phrases:
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The Arabic phrases on this pages are shown in transliterated text, using English letters, so that people who are
beginning to speak Arabic can focus on the Arabic pronunciation.

Chapter 7 : Lesson 1 Arabic Alphabet | Free Arabic Course
I wanted to take a look so I changed my language to Arabic -> wants to learn English. But now I can't figure out how to
change it back. And I can't read any of the menus.

Chapter 8 : Learn Arabic - Grammar and Vocabulary
he said to the effect: learn the Arabic language as you learn the Islamic obligations and practices. His companions, who,
remember, were Arabs, used to learn Arabic despite the fact that it was their mother.

Chapter 9 : Arabic For English Speakers?
Welcome to the three-part Basic Arabic Course in which you will learn all the essentials of the Arabic language. Note,
though, that this course is not meant to replace more established courses. It merely aims to give you a taste of the
Arabic language and solid foundations on which to build.
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